2017-12-18 Infra-WG Meeting

Date
18 Dec 2017

Agenda:

1. Release criteria - David McBride
2. Pharos Spec refresh, Jack Morgan
3. Review the no of PODs installers have, Jack Morgan, Fatih Degirmenci
   a. Discuss https://gerrit.opnfv.org/gerrit/#/c/48755 and CI Pod process Trevor Bramwell
4. JIRA issue review, Fatih Degirmenci, Jack Morgan
5. Converting INFO files to yaml, Trevor Bramwell, Aric Gardner
6. Pharos Dashboard
   * how to pull details on POD from community labs (Jenkins vs git - see INFRA-149Dev POD Data Support

Minutes (link):

1. Release criteria
   * David spoke with OpenStack Release project about topic - they use CI to judge if something needs to be release or not
   * The ideas described in CI Evolution might help improving the release criteria. See the full meeting minutes for more details.
2. Pharos Spec refresh
   * Pharos Spec etherpad - https://etherpad.opnfv.org/p/Pharos_Specification2.0
3. Review the no of PODs installers have
   * Each installer has two CI PODs except Compass which has three and Fuel which has two POD per arch
   * Apex: https://build.opnfv.org/ci/label/apex-baremetal-master/
   * Compass: https://build.opnfv.org/ci/label/compass-baremetal/
   * Daisy: https://build.opnfv.org/ci/label/daisy-baremetal/
   * Fuel/MCP: https://build.opnfv.org/ci/label/fuel-baremetal/
   * Joid: https://build.opnfv.org/ci/label/joid-baremetal/
   * Armband: https://build.opnfv.org/ci/label/armband-baremetal/
4. JIRA issue review
   * INFRA-195: POD request for Storperf will be looked into after holiday period
5. Converting INFO files to yaml
6. Pharos Dashboard